Confirm applicant identity in seconds

Identify applicants easier than ever with a solution that's built into your leasing workflow. ID Verify validates the identity of online applicants by authenticating documents—such as driver's licenses and passports—using a combination of artificial intelligence and computer vision.

GET FAST RESULTS
Enable applicants to take photos of ID documents using smartphones and tablets.

REDUCE RISK
Verify site visitors for self-guided tours and catch fraudulent applications early.

GAIN VISIBILITY
Receive real-time analytics on one dashboard. No third-party logins required.
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AUTOMATED VERIFICATION
Authenticate instantly. Use computer vision and AI to provide accurate and timely results.

SIMPLECTIFIED SECURITY
Start the verification process with the tap of a button. Then let ID Verify do the rest.

BIOMETRICS
Leverage face comparison technology to contrast and confirm ID document photos with selfies.

FRICTIONLESS EXPERIENCE
Begin and complete the verification process from one device — smartphone, desktop or tablet.

SCREEN WITH CONFIDENCE
Lease faster with less worry. Together with ScreeningWorks Pro, ID Verify fits seamlessly into your applicant workflow, giving you one system to vet identities, reduce fraud and approve applicants.
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